--    hunts for editor and press.   They offered huge sums for,
Pilsudski's head and the discovery of the printing office:
Vast gangs of spies searched for it, for its prolonged e:
istence mocked the power of the czar.
To excuse their failure, the police insisted
botnik was printed abroad and merely smuggled i
they had to acknowledge it was Polish made when one
issue reported an item of news of the day before — im-
possible for the information to have been carried over
the frontier and come back in print so quickly.
Legends began to grow up, among the gendarmes,
among the public, about this mysterious press. People
located it in cellars and attics, in this town and that.
Strange noises were heard in some house — it must be
the Robotnik press! All sorts of romantic details were
circulated, surrounding it with a veil of mystery, with
a halo. It was like a fairy-tale fortress or palace that
suddenly disappeared from view.
PilsudsM and his assistant worked calmly on, send-
ing out thirty-five thousand copies of the paper as well
as many appeals and announcements. Regardless of
party, the entire community received each number joy-
fully, looking on it as a triumph of Polish courage
over brutal strength and stupidity.
Comrade Wiktor did not give all his time to printing
for those five and a half years. As if to make up for idle-
ness in Siberia, this was a period of intense activity. He
seemed absolutely tireless. He was organizing and
building up the P. P, S.; the first revolutionary group in
Russian Poland that lasted. He was a member of the
Workmen's Central Committee at Warsaw, representing
Lithuania. There were many journeys here and there
on party business — all over Russian Poland, to Mos-
cow and Odessa, to St. Petersburg to take a supply of
libula and carry back the money collected in the Polish
group there, to Krakow and Lwow (Le-voof, better
known as Lemberg), twice to London, and once to

